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The Theory Behind a Converging Fan Trend-line Pattern™ :
Discovered by Dr. Robert McHugh, in 2022, at
www.technicalindicatorindex.com , and used to project tops and
bottoms for subscribers the last half of 2022 (which we will show later
in this article), it identifies multiple trend-lines, all fanning, or
converging, to a singularity future level and date. In other words, it
predicts where prices are headed, and predicts at what price level and
also when that trend will likely end and reverse.
Trend-lines have been used by market technicians for decades, and
provide resistance and support levels for market instruments, Gold,
Silver, Stocks, Oil, Currencies, Bonds, whatever we want to chart.
Prices will often reach these trend-lines, and then reverse. Trend-lines
represent boundaries.
What is unique about a Converging Fan Trend-line pattern is that a
multiple of both support and resistance trend-lines are converging
together to one place in the future, as if a large finger is pointing to a
spot where whatever direction the trend is heading into it, once it
arrives, the instrument will reverse course there. The multiplicity of
trend-lines all converging to a singularity is a remarkable incidence,
so remarkable that it cannot be random. It is the market telling us
where it is headed, and when it will reverse. This is what market

analysts and market technicians have been striving to find for over a
century.
The direction of the trend between now and that future convergence
level and date can be determined. If the present level is below the
future convergence point, there will be a rally between now and then.
If the present price level is above the singularity point from the
convergence fan trend-line pattern, there will be a decline from
current levels.
Most interesting, is that this technical analysis tool also answers
“when.” It reveals an approximate date for the future trend turn, as
well as where that price level for the trend reversal will occur.
But such a pattern is rare. It does not always exist for all markets at
all times. It is a gift from the market. In other words, we will not always
get a multiple trend-line convergence fan to a singularity price and
date. This pattern is not always going to show up for every top or
bottom. So, when they do, it is identifying an important turn. It is a
discovery process to find these patterns. This pattern is the market
telling us where it is ultimately headed in the future. And we have
currently identified several new ones.
Because the singularity is in the future, sometimes many weeks or
months into the future, prices may not move straight into the target.
There could be minor oscillating wave movement between when the
pattern first appears, and that future target date and price level target.
We have found several Converging Fan Trend-line patterns for the
stock market that we have shown to our subscribers in our
newsletters at www.technicalindicatorindex.com that have proven to
be successful. The track record is pretty remarkable. No forecasting
tool is perfect. There are no guarantees in this business, however, by
adding this tool to the many other forecasting methodologies such as
Elliott Wave mapping, Pattern Shape analysis, momentum indicators,

overbought and oversold indicators, Phi mate and Bradley model
Cycle turn dates, and much more, combined together, we can achieve
high probability forecasts.

The Pattern’s 2022 Performance Track Record So Far:
Now let’s show you several patterns we discovered in 2022 that
accurately predicted the trend turn’s price and date target.
The first time we discovered this pattern was in August 2022, and
presented it in our weekend newsletter issue no. 4424 to subscribers.
The pattern was tracking the corrective strong rally off the June 17th
low. The pattern was clearly predicting that a major top would arrive
around 34,000, around August 15th. In fact, the top arrived August 16th,
at 34,281. Stocks plunged from there. We show this chart pattern
below.

At the same time, and published in the same newsletter to
subscribers, we identified a similar Converging Fan Trend-line pattern
for the S&P 500 that was predicting a top around 4,300, around
August 16th. In fact, the top occurred on August 16th, at 4,325. The
S&P 500 plunged for the next eight weeks from that top. See this in
the next chart below. And further, at that same time, we published a
Converging Fan pattern for the NASDAQ 100 that was projecting a top
around 13,800 around August 16th. It topped August 16th at 13,720. See
that chart below.

The Converging Fan Trend-line pattern for the S&P 500’s August 16th
top was particularly interesting as there was also a Golden Ratio
occurring on that same date with the January 3rd, 2022 and the March
29th, 2022 tops, a Top-to-Top-to-Top relationship in time. That chart is
shown above.
With the stock market decline from the August 16th top underway, we
searched for a new Converging Fan Trend-line pattern that would
predict with accuracy the next low for the market. We in fact did find a
pattern, projecting a bottom around October 15th, around 3,500. This
Fan pattern had 7 converging trend-lines over the past year that all
pointed to this target singularity bottom of price and time. In fact, a
bottom did occur on October 13th, 2022, at 3,491, an incredible
projection hit for date and price level. The S&P 500 has rallied sharply
from that bottom. We show that forecast and result in the next two
charts.

So, with that projection’s accuracy, we searched for a new
Converging Fan Trend-line pattern to forecast a likely projection top
for the rally from October 13th, both price level and date. We came
across a pattern for both the Dow Industrials and the S&P 500, and
presented those to our subscribers in an October newsletter. The
pattern was forecasting the rally to last into mid-November for both
stock indices, and that the rally should rise to 34,000 in the
Industrials, and 4,000ish for the S&P 500.
Well, so far, the top is at 33,987 on November 15th, 2022 for the
Industrials, and is at 4,028 for the S&P 500, also on November 15th. We
show those charts below.

So, now what?

Get this: We have discovered remarkable new Converging Fan Trendline patterns for the Industrials, the S&P 500, and the NASDAQ 100
that give projected lows in date and price level for the next decline.
We have been presenting them in our daily and weekend newsletters
to our subscribers the past several weeks. What is remarkable about
these new projection Converging Fan Trend-line patterns is that there
are 14, count them, 14 trend-lines all converging to a singularity point
for the Industrials, and 13 trend-lines, all converging to a singularity
low point for the S&P 500. That is the most number of trend-lines we
have discovered to date. We show close-ups as well as large view
pictures of these new patterns in our Weekend Newsletter, issue no.
4490 to subscribers at www.technicalindicatorindex.com
But there is more!
We also have found a Converging Fan Trend-line pattern projecting
how high the VIX is going to rise, and when, which ties in perfectly
with the lows projected for the Industrials, S&P 500, and NASDAQ
100.
Further, we have also discovered Converging Fan Trend-line patterns
for Gold and Silver, giving upside price and date projections for their
next large rally.
Further, we have also discovered Converging Fan Trend-line patterns
for the 10 Year U.S. Treasury, forecasting where and when it is likely
to bottom, and then when and where the next rally will take the 10year Treasury.
All these patterns are now included in our Weekend Newsletter to

susbcribers, issue no. 4490, at www.technicalindicatorindex.com
This pattern could become an important tool in our box for profitable
market trading, benefitting our Platinum Options Trading program,
and our Silver ETF Trading program. We already have seen excellent
trading performance here in 2022, and past years in these programs,
and are excited for the possibility of even greater performance in
2023.
If you would like to become a subscriber and see these remarkable
patterns with their forecasted price level and date projections, simply
go to our website, and click on the Subscribe Today button at the
upper left of the home page. We are currently running our Best Deals
of 2022 Year End Holiday specials.

At Dr. McHugh’s www.technicalindicatorindex.com we track the shortterm waves that make up these larger degree trends, and chart them
in our forecast newsletters, and have developed several proprietary
Buy/Sell indicators that help us identify when the next significant
move is starting for the major stock indices, as well as for Gold, Silver
and Mining stocks, and in which direction the move will develop. We
publish these indicators in every Newsletter to subscribers. We offer
education on how to trade markets up or down, based upon these
indicators, patterns, and the overbought / oversold conditions that
they identify with our Platinum Options and Silver ETF Trading
programs. Our Memberships also include a Conservative Portfolio
model.

